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ETravelSafety Are Delighted to Launch the eTS Academy – Corporate Travel
Safety Solution

eTS Academy is a ground-breaking, corporate, Travel Safety solution that provides interactive
video-based learning, with a fully integrated Learning Management System for full compliance.
But more than that, it offers a training solution that has never been offered before.

Hereford, UK (PRWEB UK) 8 May 2017 -- eTS Academy is a ground-breaking, corporate, Travel Safety
solution that provides interactive video-based learning, with a fully integrated Learning Management System
for full compliance. But more than that, it offers a training solution that has never been offered before.

eTS Academy is video based and has been designed to be mobile first. This means that training is available on
any mobile device, and is accessible at any time, in any place.

It showed just how scalable mobile-ready, video-based training can be in the response to the Westminster
attack. eTravelSafety released on Facebook our video on how to respond to a vehicle attack.

That video was seen by 32,000 people in the first 24 hours, and that figure jumped to 67,000 after 36 hours. The
post the video was on reached 225,000 people in 36 hours.

eTS Academy is supported by a full Learning Management System, or LMS. This LMS allows organizations to
track whether or not your employees or volunteers have completed the training they’ve been assigned. The
LMS guarantees that, however strict the organization’s compliance regulations are, that it can be meet.

Stuart Anderson, CEO of eTravelSafety, says "We are on a mission to enable anyone, anywhere, to travel
safely. To be able to release the eTS Academy turns a vision into a reality and provides a solution for
organizations that can ensure that they remain compliant, while helping all of their employees travel safely”.

To get your free trial today and see how you can use a simple, cost effective solution to Travel Safety CLICK
HERE

For more information about eTravelSafety and their other great Travel Safety software, visiteTravelSafety on
their website.
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Contact Information
Stuart Anderson
eTravelSafety
http://https://www.etravelsafety.com
+44 7415657768

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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